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A central star – the SunA central star – the Sun

Terrestrial planets        Giant (gas) planetsTerrestrial planets        Giant (gas) planets

Comets        Asteroid & Kuiper beltsComets        Asteroid & Kuiper belts



    

The Structure of the Solar The Structure of the Solar 
SystemSystem

The Solar System has a variety of objectsThe Solar System has a variety of objects
These objects can be divided into different These objects can be divided into different 

categoriescategories
We can look for patterns in these 

categories for clues of formation



    

Clues of formation:
1. All large bodies orbit 
in near-circular orbits in 
a pro-grade (anti-
clockwise) direction.



    

Clues of formation:
2. Planets fall into two 
major categories; 
terrestrial planets ...



    

Clues of formation:
2. Planets fall into two 
major categories; and 
giant (gas, Jovian) 
planets.



    

Clues of formation:
3. Asteroids, 
Kuiper belt, Oort 
cloud (comets).



    

Clues of formation:
4. Exceptions to 
the rule.



    

Clues of formation:
4. Exceptions to 
the rule.



    



Orbital ResonancesOrbital Resonances

 Asteroids in orbital Asteroids in orbital 
resonance with resonance with 
Jupiter experience Jupiter experience 
periodic nudges.periodic nudges.

 Eventually those Eventually those 
nudges move nudges move 
asteroids out of asteroids out of 
resonant orbits, resonant orbits, 
leaving gaps in the leaving gaps in the 
belt.belt.



Origin of Asteroid BeltOrigin of Asteroid Belt

 Rocky planetesimals Rocky planetesimals 
between Mars and between Mars and 
Jupiter did not accrete Jupiter did not accrete 
into a planet.into a planet.

 Jupiter’s gravity, Jupiter’s gravity, 
through influence of through influence of 
orbital resonances, orbital resonances, 
stirred up asteroid stirred up asteroid 
orbits and prevented orbits and prevented 
their accretion into a their accretion into a 
planet.planet.



    

Comparing Jovian Interiors

 Models suggest that cores of jovian planets have Models suggest that cores of jovian planets have 
similar composition.similar composition.

 Lower pressures inside Uranus and Neptune mean no Lower pressures inside Uranus and Neptune mean no 
metallic hydrogen.metallic hydrogen.



    

Clues to FormationClues to Formation
All large bodies orbit in near-circular orbits 

in a pro-grade (anti-clockwise) direction. 
Planets usually rotate prograde as well.

Planets fall into two major categories; 
terrestrial planets and gas giants. The gas 
giants are further away from the sun.

Asteroid belt, Kuiper belt (KBOs), Oort 
cloud (comets). Remnants of formation?

There are exceptions to the rule – 
evidence of violent impacts!



    

Clues to FormationClues to Formation
All large bodies orbit in near-circular orbits 

in a pro-grade (anti-clockwise) direction. 
Planets usually rotate prograde as well.

Planets fall into two major categories; 
terrestrial planets and gas giants. The gas 
giants are further away from the sun.

Asteroids belt, Kuiper belt, Oort cloud 
(comets). Remnants of formation?

There are exceptions to the rule – 
evidence of violent impacts!

Formation theory 
must explain all 

of these!!



    

Other CluesOther Clues
The planets and moons orbit in the same 

plane (exceptions: Mercury & Pluto).
Terrestrial planets have high density, gas 

giant planets have low density.
All the giant planets have rings and many 

moons.
Asteroids are made of rock. KBOs and 

comets are made of ice and rock.



    

Other CluesOther Clues

Cratering is 
common on the 
surface of 
terrestrial planets. 
Evidence of 
frequent impacts 
in the early Solar 
System.



Nebula HypothesisNebula Hypothesis
1.1. Roughly spherical, rotating Roughly spherical, rotating 

cloud contractscloud contracts
2.2. Flat, rapidly rotating disk forms Flat, rapidly rotating disk forms 

with most matter at center with most matter at center 
(proto-Sun)(proto-Sun)

3.3. Enveloping gas and dust forms Enveloping gas and dust forms 
grains, collide (planetesimals)grains, collide (planetesimals)

4.4. Collisions, accretion, Collisions, accretion, 
gravitational attractiongravitational attraction

– Of planetesimals–terrestrial Of planetesimals–terrestrial 
planetsplanets

– Of ices and gases–outer planetsOf ices and gases–outer planets



    

Why are there two types of Why are there two types of 
planet?planet?



    

Inner parts of disk hotter than outer parts
Solidification: Condensation temperature
Inside snow/frost line: temperatures too 

hot for icy materials too condense
Outside snow/frost line: ices can form



    

Building the Terrestrial PlanetsBuilding the Terrestrial Planets
Small particles of rock and metal were 

present inside the frost line
Planetesimals of rock and metal built up as 

particles collides
Gravity assembled these into planets



    

Building the Giant PlanetsBuilding the Giant Planets
Ice could also form particles outside the 

frost line – more raw material!
Larger planetesimals and planets were 

able to form
Gravity of large planet cores resulted in 

substantial gaseous H/He atmospheres
The giant planets formed their own disks 

of gas from which to form moons



    

Clearing the nebulaClearing the nebula

Solar wind, heat, and light pressure 
removed remaining gases

Left-over material: heavy bombardment, 
comets, asteroids, etc



    

Does this explain observations?Does this explain observations?
 Collapse to a disk explains the concentration in the plane of the 

Solar System, and why almost everything moves in the same 
direction.

 The giant planets had disks of their own so their moons orbit in The giant planets had disks of their own so their moons orbit in 
their equatorial plane.their equatorial plane.

 Because the inner Solar System was hot, only rock and metal Because the inner Solar System was hot, only rock and metal 
could condense which resulted in terrestrial planets.could condense which resulted in terrestrial planets.

 The outer Solar System was cold enough for ices to condense The outer Solar System was cold enough for ices to condense 
and for hydrogen gas to be captured by a massive enough and for hydrogen gas to be captured by a massive enough 
body. This resulted in Jovian planets.body. This resulted in Jovian planets.

 If an object in the outer Solar System wasn’t massive enough If an object in the outer Solar System wasn’t massive enough 
to capture hydrogen gas, it remained as a small icy body.  to capture hydrogen gas, it remained as a small icy body.  
(Pluto, the outer planet moons, comets)(Pluto, the outer planet moons, comets)



    

What about the exceptions?What about the exceptions?
 Tilted orbits of Mercury and Pluto.
- Mercury probably suffered a large impact late in its formation- Mercury probably suffered a large impact late in its formation

- Pluto is part of a distribution of objects (The Kuiper Belt).- Pluto is part of a distribution of objects (The Kuiper Belt).
 Retrograde rotation of Venus:Retrograde rotation of Venus:
- Probably due to a large impact late in formation.- Probably due to a large impact late in formation.

- Probability favors, but does not require, rotation in the same direction as the - Probability favors, but does not require, rotation in the same direction as the 
orbit.orbit.

 High axial tilt of Uranus and Pluto:High axial tilt of Uranus and Pluto:
- Also likely to be due to a large impact- Also likely to be due to a large impact

- Also, in the outer Solar System, models suggest the nebula was less - Also, in the outer Solar System, models suggest the nebula was less 
concentrated in the plane, which could result in large tilt of sub-disks.concentrated in the plane, which could result in large tilt of sub-disks.
 Earth’s moon orbits in the plane of the Solar System:Earth’s moon orbits in the plane of the Solar System:
- This is likely because the moon was formed from an impact with another - This is likely because the moon was formed from an impact with another 
body traveling in the plane of the Solar System.body traveling in the plane of the Solar System.
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